UK Debut For GOST® Watch HD and GOST® Insight HD Security Systems At 2013 PSP Southampton Boat Show

September 12, 2013

FORT LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA (USA) – CA Clase, UK distributor for yacht security, tracking, monitoring and video surveillance systems supplier GOST™ (Global Ocean Security Technologies) will introduce the UK market to the GOST® Watch HD and GOST® Insight HD systems at the 2013 PSP Southampton Boat Show, September 13-22 (Stand G091, Ocean Hall).

**GOST Watch HD** systems offer global remote monitoring of all activities on board a vessel anywhere in the world from any computer or Smartphone with internet access. Stream live, high definition video via 3G GSM cellular communication with GOST Watch HD 3G packages.

Watch live video of the yacht as it leaves the harbour or view activities in the salon, staterooms or engine room from any PC or mobile phone with internet access. Cameras can be set to record clips to the website based on motion detection and sent via email or text message to a computer or mobile phone. Archived clips can be downloaded to a computer and burned onto DVDs. The GOST Watch HD IVR (Internet Video Recorder) is similar to a traditional DVR with the added advantage of being able to access the video both locally and remotely via the internet. The 1TB IVR features looped recording of up to 6 cameras for up to 3 months* (24/7/90*).

The GWHD A/D Gateways install in minutes and can be connected to any standard analogue camera with a BNC connector. A variety of
cameras are available for purchase from GOST or the system can be an easy add-on to existing cameras on board. GOST Watch HD systems can be used as a stand-alone surveillance system or as part of the GOST Insight HD System.

**GOST Insight HD GPS** Wireless Marine Security, Monitoring, Satellite Tracking & High Definition Surveillance System calls up to 8 phone numbers to alert owners in the event of high water in the bilge, low battery voltage, loss of shore power, smoke or intrusion on the vessel. The GOST Insight HD system includes the same great features of the GOST Watch HD video surveillance system and integrates GOST security, monitoring and tracking systems.

Wireless relays can be added to control any AC or DC powered devices on board with a key fob or remotely over the phone. Call the vessel a few hours ahead to turn on the air conditioning, or start the ice maker so it’s full when a day of fishing is planned. The relays can also be used to activate an external siren and flash the vessel’s lights when intrusion is detected.

For more information about GOST Watch HD, GOST Insight HD and other GOST marine security, monitoring, tracking and surveillance systems, visit Stand G091, Ocean Hall at the 2013 PSP Southampton Boat Show or [www.gostglobal.com](http://www.gostglobal.com).